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Report Title: Parallel Superstation Assembly 

Industrial Partner: DeHavilland Aircraft of Canada 

 

Executive Summary – Team 1 

De Havilland Aircraft of Canada (DHC) is an aviation manufacturer based in Canada, with a legacy 

of about 90 years within the aircraft manufacturing sector one of the most successful regional 

airliner manufacturers in Canada. To this date, DHC assembles the popular and reliable Dash 8-

400 model in Toronto, Ontario.  

The production of the Dash 8-400 uses parts from overseas as well as local suppliers and performs 

the Final Assembly following the well know Assembly Line process. This approach consists of 

sequenced assembly of usually interchangeable parts to the semi-finished aircraft. The aircraft then 

moves from workstation to workstation, which have corresponding sets of tooling and trained 

teams to perform the station assembly tasks. This approach has proved to be efficient for industries 

with high volumes and rates of production, such as the automobile industry. However, the DHC 

operations team considers that the Dash 8-400 is not produced in mass. Moreover, the purchases 

and hence production rates decreased dramatically after the COVID-19 pandemic hit in early 2020, 

showcasing the need for a flexible and profitable approach to prepare for both rising and decreasing 

demand. In addition, the assembly line approach applied to a product as large as aircraft leads to a 

high number of damages to the parts, incurring in economic losses for the company due to repairs 

and delivery delays.  

This project was developed jointly between DHC Operations team and a University of Toronto as 

part of the Aerospace Engineering and Operations Management course. It derives from a previous 

assessment performed at the UofT, which had as purpose the proposal of new ideas for a novel 

assembly method for the Dash 8-400, that can be extended across the aircraft manufacturing 

industry. The purpose of this project is to further evaluate one of the proposals, known as the 

Parallel Superstation (SS).  

The proposed method redefines the relative motion between the product and the tooling and teams, 

as well as the layout of the aircraft, that are ordered in parallel and no longer follow one behind 
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the other. The main feature is to keep the aircraft in a stationary workstation and have the 

equipment and scaffolding move around the plant, as well as the human teams. The team has found 

that the proposed method offers other potential benefits if it is implemented, such as reduction in 

damages that occurs to aircraft during the moving process, reduction in overall footprint via the 

optimization of bays distribution and adaptive assembly pace based on market demands. Overall, 

this approach offers waste reduction that translates in profitability. Two proposals were discussed, 

the Revolving Superstation, consisting of rotating platforms to move the scaffolding around the 

aircraft, and the Parallel Superstation, a simpler but effective design with optimized space, 

implementing segments of the assembly process that were previously conducted in two bays into 

one. The last proposal also includes a quality staging area. 

The Parallel Superstation was the preferred option by DHC. 

Even though, in theory there are many benefits that the proposed approach offers, our 

recommendation for DHC is to perform a more robust cost – benefit estimation before 

implementing the solution. Also, regardless of the proposal presented here being developed along 

with experts in DHC, we would recommend gathering and analyze hard data from the current Final 

Assembly Line and create a benchmark that supports the need and implementation of the Parallel 

SS Assembly. 

Finally, the team recommends considering the human error factor while optimizing the proposal 

presented in this project, in order to complement the design for a more integral solution that really 

benefits safety, productivity and finances for the company.  


